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Sabrina Bittencourt is the Brazilian activist who died recently after exposing John "of
God"'s involvement in sex slavery, baby farms, and murder. A recent Facebook post by
her son Gabriel reveals she was involved in the past two weeks working to delete
internet images involving underage singer MC Melody and (if I'm reading this correctly)
exposing "Birrthday's indigenous child trafficking network":

My Mother's last 15 days in addition to welcoming victims was to help take from
social networks, Youtube channels for adults and porn sites all images of
melody singer. She did this for free, if fucked up defending the girl and family in
the press for at the end the lawyer of Melody's father and Bella talk that he was
friends with bolsonaro and that it was better my mother not to take care of their
career because she had Birrthday's indigenous child trafficking network.
My mother tried to defend these parents from birrthday to turn into a fight
against artists getting to "defend" a child as a political flag. She knows very well
which side my mother was: from abused children. Melody's father and Bella
dismissed the help of my mother and Felipe Neto and said their career would
be suspended. My mother then began to target all the plan and partnerships
that began for them, to create a larger platform with her team to help young
Brazilian artists in vulnerability. It's full of witnesses of that and my mom's teams
won't stop working.`

quoted by Tiffany Fitzhenry *Her Name Was Sabrina Bittencourt" http://archive.is/fICvZ
(http://archive.is/fICvZ)

Here is the wikipedia for Melody, which mentions Bittencourt: http://archive.is/pklO9
(http://archive.is/pklO9)

And another article, mentioning Bittencourt: Pai de MC Melody diz não ser mais
responsável por carreira da filha Father of MC Melody no longer responsible for career
of daughter http://archive.is/r9BMS (http://archive.is/r9BMS)

"Due to completely this exhibition, we decide in common agreement and with the
support of the youtuber Felipe Neto, who is a friend of the family, which I will not be
any more person in charge for their run and because of wanting only the best for my
daughters, knowing of their potential and what now two are adolescents who need
more than never of the women's support in this new process of education, culture and
art. The responsibility from now on for all this part is of Sabrina Bittencourt and team
sweats and I ask that you listen attentively to the whole plan what they have for our
family and what our daughters, they be a powerful voice for the changes that we want
to see in the world!"

Apparently there was a scandal about the very sensual image of this underage singer
and Sabrina Bittencourt, as a well known anti-abuse campaigner, was involved.
Sounds rather innocuous, except this is what SB was working on in her final days and
there is that mention of a child trafficking network.

Aha, "Birrthday" is likely Birrthday Alves, in charge of human rights for the new
Bolsonaro administration.

"Understand why birrthday alves was chosen for the human rights folder of the
government of jair bolsonaro For many, birrthday alves is a new name in politics, but
those who closely follow the great human rights challenges in our country, know who
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Submission Rules

See also "subverse best practices
(https://voat.co/v/pizzagate/1785466)"

Policy on linking dangerous research
(https://voat.co/v/pizzagate/2431523)

1 : Relevance: Posts must be directly
relevant to investigation of Pizzagate: the
sexual/physical abuse and/or murder of
children by elites, child trafficking organized by
elites, and/or cover-up of these activities
and/or the protection/assistance provided to the
people who engage in said activities. See
definition of Pizzagate
(https://voat.co/v/pizzagate/1533862) and
examples of relevant posts
(https://voat.co/v/pizzagatemods/1902166).

2 : Empiricism: EACH factual claim that is not
common knowledge must be sourced with a
link. If you ask a question: Explain what led to
your question and provide sources. If you
present opinion/argument, connect your dots
and provide sources for them. Avoid baseless
speculation. ALL posts must include at least
one link.

she is."

Showed up in my search results, giving the link https://www.facebook.com/gap.unec
(https://www.facebook.com/gap.unec)

So 'Birrthday's indigenous child trafficking network' is still not at all clear. Could be
something lost in translation.

EDIT: Thanks to @think- (https://voat.co/u/think-) for further research and information
in comments below.

A better translation of the Melody wikipedia article:
https://voat.co/v/pizzagate/3020108/16619625
(https://voat.co/v/pizzagate/3020108/16619625)

Information on the scandal involving Minister Alves:
https://voat.co/v/pizzagate/3020108/16620682
(https://voat.co/v/pizzagate/3020108/16620682)

The indigenous child trafficking involved Alves's adoption of a native child.

43 comments (/v/pizzagate/3020108)    ...  

             

Submit  Preview

sort by: 

Sort: Top

[–]  think- (/u/think-)  3 points ( +3 |-0 ) 1 month ago  (edited 1 month ago)

The allegations against the new minister, Damares Alves:

Since the Minister of Women, Family and Human Rights, Damares Alves was apppointed by
the government of President Jair Bolsonaro, a wound afflicted 5 years ago starting burning
again in the Xingu. [Xingu = native Brazilean tribe]

The Kamayurá village, in the center of the Indian reservation in the north of Mato Grosso, is the
birthplace of 20-year-old Kajutiti Lulu Kamayurá. Damares presents her as her adopted
daughter.

The adoption, however, was never formalized legally. The way in which the 6-year-old girl
was taken from the village is a source of controversy among the Indians.

Lulu was born on May 20, 1998, according to her birth record. Epoch went to the Xingu to hear
the story of the girl who was raised by her paternal grandmother, Tanumakaru, a lady with
cracked, blind eye.

They claim that Damares took the girl irregularly from the tribe. Some details are lost in the
memory of the Indians, but there is a thread that unites the report of all of them.

Lulu left the village under pretense of doing a dental treatment in the city and never
returned. They say that Damares Alves and Márcia Suzuki, friend and right-hand man of the
minister, presented themselves as missionaries in the village. They said they were worried
about the girl's oral health.

"I cried, and Lulu was crying too for leaving her grandmother. Marcia led the way. He
said he was going to send her back, that when he went on vacation he would send her
here."

(youtube.com | 21:45 | Nov 2016)

(voat.co)

(Jan 2017)

(voat.co)

(archive.is)

(voat.co)

(https://docs

(https://docs).

google.com/spreadsheets/d/1MAnZZoD7y5Ydwx2rSrZualrZTNUYDY7gozTXkT0YUOs/edit#gid=0)

(https://docs (https://docs).

google.com/spreadsheets/d/1B-

95giwldeKgsd0nYiw_sEaSf4kGNLZgEIvEhL2mVAw/edit#gid=0)
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WARNING! Due to the nature of this
investigation, clicking some links could result in
opening incriminating material. Always practice
common sense before clicking links, and make
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Use archive.is (https://archive.is/) to archive
sources.

created by kingkongwaswrong (/u/kingkongwaswrong)
NSFW: No 
Authorized: No 
Anon: No 
Private: No 
Type: Default

MODERATORS

kingkongwaswrong (/u/kingkongwaswrong) [O]
Crensch (/u/Crensch) [O]

Asked if she knew, at the time of Lulu's departure that Lulu wouldn't return, she replied:
"Never."

Minister Damares Alves (...) said she was "prepared to answer the questions ... about our
children, about my daughter and about families."

In Brasilia, however, she refused to give an interview and only partially answered the
magazine's 14 questions.

"All the rights of Lulu Kamayurá were respected. No law was violated. Her biological family
visits her regularly.

Uncles, cousins and brothers who left with her from the village reside in Brasilia. Everyone has
an excellent emotional relationship."

We asked why Damares did not return the child to the village after the dental treatment. "Lulu
Kamayura has returned to the village. She left the place with her family and never lost touch
with her biological relatives."

The question of not having formally adopted Lulu was ignored.

Damares's advisor says the minister met Lulu in Brasilia, not the village, as the Indians say."

https://epoca.globo.com/a-historia-de-lulu-kamayura-india-criada-como-filha-pela-ministra-
damares-alves-23416132 (https://epoca.globo.com/a-historia-de-lulu-kamayura-india-criada-
como-filha-pela-ministra-damares-alves-23416132)

link (/v/pizzagate/3020108/16620682)  reply    ...  

[–]  sore_ass_losers (/u/sore_ass_losers)  [S (/v/pizzagate/3020108)] 2 points ( +2 |-0 ) 1 month ago 

Thanks for posting this. So this minister is accused of being a client of indigenous child
trafficking networks, you might say, in adopting an indigenous child.

SB was an anarchist, so a lefty I imagine, but I take her son's comments to mean she was
more concerned about abuse than politics.

I've wondered if Bolsonaro is an analogue of Trump could all this publicity and arrest of JoD
represent a 'draining of the swamp'? JoD was previously a national treasure. However the
connection here is that one of Bolsonaro's ministers might have done something shady.

link (/v/pizzagate/3020108/16627549)  parent (/v/pizzagate/3020108/16620682)  reply    ...  

[–]  think- (/u/think-)  3 points ( +3 |-0 ) 1 month ago 

So this minister is accused of being a client of indigenous child trafficking
networks, you might say, in adopting an indigenous child.

Not so much a client I suppose, more like a bad actor herself.

SB was an anarchist, so a lefty I imagine

Yep, she was a leftie, and I don't agree with all of her political views, but this isn't about
party politics. She is a survivor of childhood sexual abuse, and also of rape by a
stranger, she dedicated her life to fight perps.

I've wondered if Bolsonaro is an analogue of Trump could all this publicity and
arrest of JoD represent a 'draining of the swamp'?

1) I don't believe that Trump is 'draining the swamp', not in the sense of taking elite
pedos down. (I'm non-partisan, and not into Q).

2) Bolsonero is an asshole imo.

3) It seems that the MP of the state John of God has been operating in supports the
investigation. Not sure whether he just pretends, or might be genuine.

@SandHog (https://voat.co/u/SandHog)

link (/v/pizzagate/3020108/16629827)  parent (/v/pizzagate/3020108/16627549)  reply    ...  
1 reply
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About (/v/pizzagate/about)
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Removed submissions
(/v/pizzagate/about/log/submission)
Removed comments
(/v/pizzagate/about/log/comment)
Banned users (/v/pizzagate/about/log/banned)

[–]  ASolo (/u/ASolo)  2 points ( +2 |-0 ) 1 month ago 

Aha, "Birrthday" is likely Birrthday Alves, in charge of human rights for the new
Bolsonaro administration.

I just cannot believe the deluge created by Bittencourt's assassination. The subsequent blinds
from CDAN indicating that David Geffen and Oprah have a helping hand in silencing many
whistleblowers including Ms. Bittencourt AND having a deep hand in the government of the
newly elected (conservative based) Brazilian government is just mindblowing. There is such a
huge picture developing of political intrigue from American celebrities and wealthy moguls it is
beyond anything Hollywood could ever produce.

Oh my god this is unbelievably HUGE.

link (/v/pizzagate/3020108/16614848)  reply    ...  

[–]  think- (/u/think-)  1 points ( +1 |-0 ) 1 month ago 

Enty posted another blind about Bittencourt? Would you maybe have link, @ASolo
(https://voat.co/u/ASolo)? Thanks.

Not sure what to make of all of this. Unfortunately, the translations in the links suck

link (/v/pizzagate/3020108/16619014)  parent (/v/pizzagate/3020108/16614848)  reply    ...  

[–]  permindex (/u/permindex)  1 points ( +2 |-1 ) 1 month ago 

" blinds from CDAN indicating that David Geffen and Oprah"

This is the readers' interpretation, not what CDAN says. Big difference.

link (/v/pizzagate/3020108/16616075)  parent (/v/pizzagate/3020108/16614848)  reply    ...  

[–]  sore_ass_losers (/u/sore_ass_losers)  [S (/v/pizzagate/3020108)] 1 points ( +1 |-0 ) 1 month ago 

Yeah, CDAN just drops hints without much evidence.

All you can really publicly claim to 'normies' about this whole scandal is celebrities such
as Winfrey and Clinton showed poor judgment. The abuse stories have been around
for years. Perhaps they were suckered in to address their own health issues.

Whether JoD helped with people's health, through white magic or black magic, or was
just a complete fraud and whether any celebrities became aware or participated in the
sex slavery/baby farm/murders, I think it's hard to say.

@ASolo (https://voat.co/u/ASolo)

link (/v/pizzagate/3020108/16627638)  parent (/v/pizzagate/3020108/16616075)  reply    ...  
1 reply

[–]  angelafogo (/u/angelafogo)  1 points ( +1 |-0 ) 28 days ago 

I think that what we are not investigating is what were those babies sold for. And that is what
the media is covering up. I dont believe that a family with the capacity to spend 40.000usd will
use it to buy a baby in the black market. The would rather resort to the normal regulations of
adopting a baby. I believe and please take me seriously that the babies were sold for satanism
and cannibalism, and that is the true horror of this story we are not being shown.

link (/v/pizzagate/3020108/16698339)  reply    ...  

[–]  sore_ass_losers (/u/sore_ass_losers)  [S (/v/pizzagate/3020108)] 1 points ( +1 |-0 ) 1 month ago 

Now there's talk Sabrina Bittencourt is alive and a video of her:

https://voat.co/v/whatever/3021530 (https://voat.co/v/whatever/3021530)

link (/v/pizzagate/3020108/16629475)  reply    ...  

[–]  think- (/u/think-)  1 points ( +1 |-0 ) 1 month ago 

Doesn't seem to be legit? Video was scrubbed.

What did the video show?
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link (/v/pizzagate/3020108/16631467)  parent (/v/pizzagate/3020108/16629475)  reply    ...  

[–]  sore_ass_losers (/u/sore_ass_losers)  [S (/v/pizzagate/3020108)] 2 points ( +2 |-0 ) 1 month ago 

Her talking in Portuguese, I believe. Now I've heard elsewhere that video is from
December. I should have been more critical.

link (/v/pizzagate/3020108/16636142)  parent (/v/pizzagate/3020108/16631467)  reply    ...  

[–]  shewhomustbeobeyed (/u/shewhomustbeobeyed)  1 points ( +1 |-0 ) 1 month ago  (edited 28 days ago)

facebook - https://archive.fo/hbQMB (https://archive.fo/hbQMB)

epoca - https://archive.is/ighgo (https://archive.is/ighgo)

entity - https://archive.is/kg3PH (https://archive.is/kg3PH)

blogspot - https://archive.is/imHUz (https://archive.is/imHUz)

image - https://archive.is/K71l0 (https://archive.is/K71l0)

cartacalivre - https://archive.is/rKE0O (https://archive.is/rKE0O)

link (/v/pizzagate/3020108/16621543)  reply    ...  

[–]  think- (/u/think-)  1 points ( +1 |-0 ) 1 month ago  (edited 1 month ago)

This is some information from Wikipedia about the singer Melody, and the issues with her
sexulized image:

Who is Melody?

Melody is the daughter of Thiago Abreu and Daiane Gloria Severino and has a sister,
Bella Angel, two years older.

Until January of 2019, she lived with the parents and her sister, then her parents initiated
a process of separation and it ws decided that the girls must stay with their mother.

According to reports of her father, Thiago Abreu, better known as 'Belinho', Gabriella
[Melody's real name] dreams of being a singer since her early years, due to his
influence, since he is a funk singer as well.

Her sister Bella Angel also follows a musical career. The mother of the girls, in turn, did
not interfere in the musical career of the two until January 2019, claiming to be impeded
by the father and her daughters, a situation confirmed by Belinho himself.

Issues regarding Melody's sensualized image

Melody's father, Thiago Abreu, better known as MC Belinho, was investigated by the
São Paulo Public Prosecutor's Office on suspicion of "Violation of the right to respect
and dignity of children / adolescents" **due to Melody's adult look in music videos.

After the opening of the investigation, MC Belinho announced that he would make a
change both to the music and to Melody's look, so that they would be not sensualized
anymore.

He did a new video where Melody appears with a look appropriate for her age, and
where she sings a song called "Child's Dream" that says her dream is to be a successful
singer. Her father also sings a verse where he says he supports Melody's dream.

At the time it was reported that Melody received 2,500 reais per presentation. Melody
posted a photo with a bag of money, but after the investigation was opened, Belinho
denied that he earned any money at the expense of her daughter.

Melody was also involved in other controversies: Her father accused Lucas Lucco of
trying to take Melody's site down. (?)

In January 2019, Isabella Otto published an article in Capricho about Melody,
questioning her adult look: "Melody and the generation of adultified and sexualized girls
... A clear example of this is the photos posted on July 7 by MC Melody on Instagram.

In the same month, Felipe Neto [a friend of Sabrina Bittencourt] banned the singer from
his YouTube channel, writing:
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"Well, unfortunately Melody is banned from my channel. (...) He promised me that he
would change, but it only got worse, and it got much worse, she's 11. Eleven and I had to
censor a photo to be able to show it."

In the context of the controversy, in January 2019, Melody's mother, Daiane Glória
Abreu, said that she doesn't approve of the sensual look of her daughter in the
productions, but that she wasn't able to influence Melody's father and Melody.

She said "the girls are against me because their father supports everything they do,
while I do not. They say that if their career is over, it's my fault." She also said that
Belinho "is a good father, but began to change the style of Melody mainly from the
middle of last year."

In addition, while Belinho was responsible for managing the daughters' career, Daiane
claims to have never had access to the profits made by the musical career of Melody
and Bella [Melody's sister].

Regarding the musical career involving content considered sensual and precocious and
following the criticisms that were made, Felipe Netto suggested to the activist Sabrina
Bittencourt to let the music productions of Melody and her sister, Bella Angel, be
supervised by professionals, f.i. psychologists and pedagogues.

The mother of the girls said that she will go along with this and will follow their career.

At the same time, the girls' father issued a note apologizing for what was done with
Melody and Bella, explaining that the absence of the mother in the career of her
daughters is entirely his fault and that the custody of the children should be granted to
her.

In the same context, he stated that he will no longer be responsible for the artistic career
of the girls, which should be under the mother's administration.

http://archive.is/pklO9 (http://archive.is/pklO9)

link (/v/pizzagate/3020108/16619625)  reply    ...  

[–]  sore_ass_losers (/u/sore_ass_losers)  [S (/v/pizzagate/3020108)] 2 points ( +2 |-0 ) 1 month ago 

Thanks, I wonder is this from Google Translate? I don't like to use their stuff and so wind up
using odd third rate translation services. Not great if I'm going to post links in Brazilian
Portuguese.

So it's interesting that Sabrina Bittencourt was a well known anti-abuse activist in Brazil, to
publicly intercede in this famous case.

link (/v/pizzagate/3020108/16627429)  parent (/v/pizzagate/3020108/16619625)  reply    ...  

[–]  think- (/u/think-)  2 points ( +2 |-0 ) 1 month ago 

Thanks, I wonder is this from Google Translate?

I used Google Translate as a starter, and then amended the translation as best as I
could.

link (/v/pizzagate/3020108/16629831)  parent (/v/pizzagate/3020108/16627429)  reply    ...  

[–]  think- (/u/think-)  1 points ( +1 |-0 ) 1 month ago 

@girlinashittycountry (https://voat.co/u/girlinashittycountry), can you make sense of what
Bittencourt's son writes? Also, here in these screenshots from his Facebook?

http://archive.is/fICvZ (http://archive.is/fICvZ)

Thanks.

@angelafogo (https://voat.co/u/angelafogo)

link (/v/pizzagate/3020108/16618996)  reply    ...  

[–]  girlinashittycountry (/u/girlinashittycountry)  2 points ( +2 |-0 ) 1 month ago 
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For sure babies. For officially dying here you need embassy or state papers telling that you
are actually died. This document is called Atestado de Obito, i dont know but for sure you
have some a document like that in ur countries to. What her son and ex husband are telling
is that they dont want such document because in their vision, with this document THEY
could be found. This is very weird. Last news, Libano embassy doesnt recognize Sabrina's
death.

link (/v/pizzagate/3020108/16632440)  parent (/v/pizzagate/3020108/16618996)  reply    ...  

[–]  think- (/u/think-)  1 points ( +1 |-0 ) 1 month ago 

Hmm. Strange indeed. Please keep us updated. Mayve he said she died in Lebanon to
sow confusion?

link (/v/pizzagate/3020108/16632482)  parent (/v/pizzagate/3020108/16632440)  reply    ...  
1 reply

[–]  sore_ass_losers (/u/sore_ass_losers)  [S (/v/pizzagate/3020108)] 2 points ( +2 |-0 ) 1 month ago 

Thanks! Yes we need @girlinashittycountry (https://voat.co/u/girlinashittycountry) 's help for
language difficulties and perhaps for some background on what is going on in Brazil.

link (/v/pizzagate/3020108/16627375)  parent (/v/pizzagate/3020108/16618996)  reply    ...  

[–]  ASolo (/u/ASolo)  1 points ( +1 |-0 ) 1 month ago 

Spirit Cooker Marina Abramovic featured child pimp "John of God" in documantary film

https://voat.co/v/pizzagate/3020138 (https://voat.co/v/pizzagate/3020138)

In and out of the connections we go all the same faces and celebrities we know.

link (/v/pizzagate/3020108/16614896)  reply    ...  

[–]  kazza64 (/u/kazza64)  0 points ( +0 |-0 ) 1 month ago 

so you know jamie dlux just did a video updating her status as alive and pissed that its been
reported she's dead

link (/v/pizzagate/3020108/16631486)  reply    ...  

[–]  permindex (/u/permindex)  0 points ( +0 |-0 ) 29 days ago 

link?

link (/v/pizzagate/3020108/16683503)  parent (/v/pizzagate/3020108/16631486)  reply    ...  
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